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Welcome 
Welcome to the 1st edition of Talking Quality for 2019. We plan to 

distribute this publication three times during 2019 to promote a  

culture of inquiry and collaboration across the ACT Education  

and Care sector. It aims to regularly engage stakeholders with  

the guiding principles of the National Quality Framework (NQF) 

and connect these with goals for continuous improvement.  

Guiding Principles of the NQF  

• The rights and best interests of the child are paramount. 

• Children are successful, competent and capable learners. 

• Equity, inclusion and diversity underpin the framework. 

• Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures are valued. 

• The role of parents and families is respected and supported. 

• Best practice is expected in the provision of education and care services. 

 

Children’s Education & Care Assurance 

Edition 1 | 2019  

If you would like to contribute to future publications or provide a question, please email  

CECA.EducateandInform@act.gov.au  for further information. 

Lee and Teresa join the Quality Assurance Team  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please welcome Lee Newlyn and Teresa Thomas to the Quality 
Assurance Team. Teresa temporarily replaces Elise Kleeman who is 
currently on secondment to the Implementation Support Team of 

the Education Directorate, and Lee temporarily replaces Kylie  
Berry who is currently on secondment to the Early Childhood  

Policy section of Early Childhood Policy and Regulation.  
Lee and Teresa are looking forward to visiting your services and 

meeting you soon. 
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http://files.acecqa.gov.au/files/NQF/Guide-to-the-NQF-180118.pdf


 

Updates from the Quality Assurance Team   

Farewell 

Brigid Donohoe 

I am taking this opportunity to say goodbye before my last day at CECA on 22 February 2019. I was very touched by 

my sneaky farewell at the November sector meeting. I will treasure both the beautiful words spoken by Anna Whitty 

and the stunning scarf I received.  

I will take with me special memories of the many inspiring people working in education and care in the ACT; both the 

leaders and the educators on the floor who put in the hard work to provide the best possible experiences for        

children day after day.  I admire all those who have taken on the challenge of the National Quality Framework to 

improve the quality of education and care for children. I will always be grateful for the warm relationships that have 

made my work at CECA so satisfying and your generosity in welcoming me into your centres and sharing openly with 

me.  

I am very excited as I move into the next part of my life – being able to spend extended time catching up with friends 

and family in Europe, writing my life and other things.  

Slán libh  

Brigid 
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Save the Date 

First Education and Care Sector Meeting for 2019 

Date:   Tuesday 26 March 2018 Time: 9:15am to 12:30/1:00pm*  

Venue:  Hedley Beare Centre for Teaching and Learning,  

  51 Fremantle Drive Stirling ACT 

* Finish time and full Agenda will be confirmed closer to the date.  

NQAITS Portal Reminders  

Addition and Removal of Nominated Supervisors 

Since the changes to the Education and Care Services National Law in October 2018, services are now able to have 

more than one person delegated to the role of Nominated Supervisor. This appears to have created some confusion 

with some services failing to remove a previous Nominated Supervisor when adding a new one, which the NQAITS 

now allows given you can have multiple persons in this role. It is important to ensure whenever changes are made to 

Nominated Supervisors at the service that you are careful to check who is still listed and remove any outgoing   

Nominated Supervisors as this is no longer an automatic process through the NQAITS.  

Updating Service Primary Contact 

While you’re checking and updating the details of your services Nominated Supervisors, don’t forget to check who is 

listed as the primary contact. Services should check the accuracy of who is listed, the primary contact phone number 

and email address. Authorised Officers across all teams at Children’s Education and Care Assurance use the primary 

contact information as a first point of reference when making contact with you to confirm receipt of notification 

letters, to discuss upcoming visits, ask questions about applications etc and it is essential this information is accurate 

at all times.  

If you’re unsure who is listed as the Nominated Supervisor or Primary Contact at your service or need assistance nav-

igating the NQAITS, please call the NQA ITS Service Desk on 1300 667 319 or email nqaits@acecqa.gov.au. 

   



 

Highlight on Professional Resources 

Be You Mental Health Initiative 

The KidsMatter mental health initiative has now become Be You. Be You is led by Beyond Blue in partnership with 

Early Childhood Australia. The Be You website has a range of resources for educators in schools and early learning 

services. This includes online learning modules, access to consultants and blogs for learning and reflection.  

Services previously registered with Kidsmatter have been transferred across to Be You.  

Click on the links below for further information: 

Be You 

Early Childhood Australia - Our Work - Be You 

Facebook - Be You - Early Learning  
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Cancer Council ACT 
Generation SunSmart: Free online professional development workshop for teachers. Learn about skin cancer, being 

SunSmart, and how to incorporate sun protection strategies into your day to day activities. Click on the link below for 

further information: 

SunSmart 

Bushfire Education Resources 

When considering the risk of bushfire in your risk assessment for potential emergencies, there are a range of re-

sources to support you. You may wish to use these resources to reflect on the risks to your service and develop 

strategies to support educators in managing a bushfire emergency. 

Bushfire Education Victoria  

CELA - Bushfire Advice for Children's Services 

ACT Government - Bushfire Prone Areas Map 

ACT Emergency Services Agency - Community Information - Bushfires  

Keeping Children and Young People Safe - Free eLearning 

The ‘Keeping Children and Young People Safe’ e-Learning course has been designed to compliment ACT Community 

Services Directorate Publication, Keeping Children and Young People Safe, a guide to reporting child abuse and    

neglect in the ACT.   

The e-Learning course is free, and accessible by all service employees to support their knowledge and understanding 

of their roles and responsibilities as Mandated Reporters in the ACT. The course takes around 1 hour to complete, 

and requires an internet connection and audio capability.  

Approved Providers and Nominated Supervisors are strongly encouraged to reflect on the ways in which educators 

and other service employees are supported to understand their obligations as Mandated Reporters under the     

Children and Young People Act 2008. 

Click Here to Access: Keeping Children and Young People Safe e-Learning Resource 

https://beyou.edu.au/
http://www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/our-work/beyou/
https://www.facebook.com/BeYouEarlyLearning/
https://www.generationsunsmart.com.au/
http://www.bushfireeducation.vic.edu.au/
https://www.cela.org.au/2018/01/07/bushfire-advice-for-childrens-services/
http://app.actmapi.act.gov.au/actmapi/index.html?viewer=bushfire
http://esa.act.gov.au/community-information/bushfires/
https://form.act.gov.au/smartforms/csd/child-concern-report/


Suggested Links  

 

The Role of the Educational Leader 

Action Research 

Playing with Gratitude 

Learning Dispositions 

Project Zero 

Curriculum of Giving – Dr Thomas 

Nielsen 

Committing to Continuous Improvement  
2018 Symposium - Critical Reflection through Action Research 

Thank you to all who attended the Education and Care Sector Symposium in October. Thank you also to the  

presenters who shared their expertise and experience with us to support reflection and continuous improvement.  

Following the symposium, many people requested more information regarding Action Research. We have compiled 

a series of links and books related to the presentations to support services to engage in further reading.  
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   Suggested Reading 

 

“Doing Action Research in Early Childhood Studies” by Glenda                 

MacNaughton 

“Educating Ruby” by Guy Claxton & Bill Lucas 

“Doing Foucault in Early Childhood Studies” by Glenda MacNaughton 

“The Anti-Bias Approach in Early Childhood” by Red Ruby Scarlet 

The Symposium is now on Podcast 
Nothing can compare to attending the CECA Symposium in person but if you missed it (or were in the back of the 

room being distracted by the air con) you can now hear the whole program at your leisure, podcast on the           

application of your choice.  

Sessions which are included on the podcast are: 

• Keynote address: What is Action Research  

Presenter: Rod Soper, Thinkers.Inq   

• Keeping it Fair! How do we confront our gaps on the journey of inclusion? 

Presenters: Jessica Smith, Aurelie Kalis and Tim Selwood, YMCA Holder Early Learning Centre (Jessica Smith 

stood in for Sharon Mathers who is listed on the podcast) 

• Honouring children and educators as capable and competent researchers whilst embracing the EYLF as a 

pedagogical thinking framework 

Presenters: Evan Gilson, Latham Primary School Preschool Unit interviewed by Bianca Bailetti 

• A community of researchers 

Presenters: Subhadra Chapman and Michaeli Hillam, Blue Gum Community School – Preschool   

• Growing dispositions for learning through play 

Presenters: Mitchell Parker and Sharon Craft, Lyons Early Childhood School 

• Panel Discussion 

Rowena Muir, Michaeli Hillam, Evan Gilson, Mitchell Parker, Jessica Smith, Rod Soper 

What you need to do is search 'CECA Symposium' in any one of the following Podcast platforms: 
   - Apple   - Overcast   - PocketCasts  
   - Google Podcasts  - Spotify   - Radio Public 
       - Breaker 

https://www.acecqa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2018-01/WFCPosterExploringTheRoleOfEdLeader.pdf
https://www.gowrieconsultancy.com.au/action-research/
https://playingwithgratitude.com/
http://www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/nqsplp/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/RIP1001_EYLFsample.pdf
http://www.pz.harvard.edu/
http://www.thomaswnielsen.net/
http://www.thomaswnielsen.net/


Suggested Links  

Inno-Versity Presents: “Greatness”  

by David Marquet 

Critical Conversations  
“What would it look like if decisions were made by staff at the 

“bottom” of the organisation, not the top?” AIS Caretakers Cottage Child Care Centre 
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“What would it look like if decisions were made by staff at the “bottom” of the organisation, not the top?” 

This was the provocation our centre used as a result of exploring the work of David Marquet in his book Turn the 

Ship Around. 

Essentially, the model of decision making – which I call subsidiarity - is possible if you have 2 things: technical     

competence and organisational clarity. Or put another way, competent staff and clear policies and procedures 

based on a shared purpose.  

Our best example of this in action is our approach to meeting the health needs of children with high temperatures.  

In the past, the decision to send a child with a high temperature home would rest with the Director or the           

Responsible Person. This approach was taken in response to lots of confusion by staff and queries by parents when 

children were sent home and then appeared to be well. Our reaction was to move that decision-making higher. As a 

result, I would often be called on to check temperatures and give approval for decisions around this. 

Taking a subsidiarity approach, however, we want those decisions to be made by educators in the room. We want 

to create an environment for thinking. 

We used the expertise of our parent group to refine our procedures in relation to the taking of temperatures. One 

of our parents is a scientist who had done research into methods of taking temperatures in children, and the factors 

that affect temperature. We used this information to develop clear procedures for this, and this is recorded on our 

illness form. 

Now, educators in the room are confident in 

their decisions in relation to this. Instead of 

coming to me to ask for a decision, they come 

to me to tell me what they intend to do. This is 

incredibly empowering for         educators. In 

addition, children’s wellbeing is supported; and 

parents are assured that best practice principles 

have been implemented in relation to illness.  

This approach has been used by us in so many 

ways, and it helps us to reflect on our practices 

and how we empower educators to become 

leaders. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqmdLcyES_Q&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqmdLcyES_Q&feature=youtu.be


Embedding Practice  
Embedding Effective Transitions  

Children’s Education & Care Assurance 
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Do you know that positive and effective transitions for children in the early years have a lifelong impact on      

academic success and future life? Research has shown that children who experience positive and supportive   

transitions in their early years feel more confident, feel more valued, have stronger self-esteem and develop 

stronger learning dispositions (Rosier & McDonald, 2011). 

Effective transitions include:  

• Collaboration with families; 

• Building on children’s prior and current experiences; 

• Children playing an active role in preparing for transitions; 

• Working collaboratively with the community; and 

• Working collaboratively with other education professionals. 

 

Transitions need to be seen as an ongoing process rather than a step at a point in time. Transitions are times of 

change but also of continuity. Continuity of pedagogy and continuity of support play an essential role in successful 

transitions for children (Petriwskyj, 2013). In fact, discontinuity can have a negative impact on children, especially 

children from social and cultural minorities, leading to vulnerability for children with complex needs (Dockett, 

Perry, Kearney, Hampshire, Mason & Schmied, 2011; Petriwskyj, 2013). 

In recent years greater emphasis has been placed on recognising children’s rights in the learning environment. 

This includes having the right to voice their feelings and opinions about things that impact on them. As children 

are competent and active participants in their learning, including children’s perspectives about transitions is    

essential to plan and implement effective transitions that take into consideration their experiences, knowledge 

and expectations.  

There are many reasons to include children’s perspectives (Dockett and Perry, 1999): 

• Adults’ views are different from children’s views; 

• It gives a greater focus to children’s strengths instead of only considering children’s vulnerability,        

dependence and malleability; 

• It acknowledges that children have the right to be heard and enables them to share their experiences 

and views; 

• It enables adults to find out children’s interests, con-

cerns and expectations; and 

• It supports respectful relationships. 

Consultations with children do not have to be formal. Using 

creative mark-making experiences to enable children to visually 

represent their expectations, concerns and lived experience 

can be a powerful communication tool (MacDonald, 2009). 

Conversations about what children expect and what they would 

like people to know about them can also be beneficial. 
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 Questions you may like to ask when reflecting on transitions... 
 
 

 What worked well? What changes could be made to support more effective transitions?  

 Were any particular groups disadvantaged by the way the service managed transitions?  

 Are there ways that the service could build stronger partnerships to support effective transitions?  

 Was the communication to stakeholders regarding transitions effective?  

 Have you consulted with the children to get their view on the transitions that affected them?  

 Have you thought about using a survey to gain feedback from the service community to inform reflection? 

  Suggested Links  
 

Seeking feedback from your early childhood community - What are 

the benefits of using surveys? 

Reflecting on transition to school 

Starting School: Effective transitions 

Starting school - A pivotal life transition for children and their fami-

lies 

Kidsmatter - thinking about transitions 

Transitions: between groups, settings and beyond 

Link to transitions - We hear you article 

References 

Rosier, K., & McDonald, M. (2011). Promoting positive education and care transitions for children. Communities and 

Families Clearinghouse Australia resource sheet #5. Melbourne: Australian Institute of Family Studies. 

Petriwskyj, A. 2013. Pedagogies of inclusive transition to school. Australasian Journal of Early Childhood, 38(3), 45-55.  

http://search.informit.com.au.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/fullText;dn=199675;res=AEIPT 

Dockett, S., Perry, B., Kearney, E., Hampshire, A., Mason, J., & Schmied, V. (2011). Facilitating children’s transition to 

school from families with complex support needs. Albury, NSW: Research Institute for Professional Practice, Learning 

and Education, Charles Sturt University. 

MacDonald, A. (2009). Drawing stories: The power of children’s drawings to communicate the lived experience of 

starting school. Australasian Journal of Early Childhood, 34(2), 40-49. 

Dockett, Sue, & Perry, Bob. (1999). Starting school: What do the children say? Early Child Development and Care, 159 

https://www.kidsmatter.edu.au/early-childhood/blog/what-are-benefits-using-surveys
https://www.kidsmatter.edu.au/early-childhood/blog/what-are-benefits-using-surveys
http://publications.ieu.asn.au/bedrock5/article-2/reflecting-transition-school/
http://ecrp.uiuc.edu/v3n2/Dockett.html
https://aifs.gov.au/publications/family-matters/issue-90/starting-school
https://aifs.gov.au/publications/family-matters/issue-90/starting-school
https://www.kidsmatter.edu.au/early-childhood/blog/thinking-about-transitions
http://www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/nqsplp/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/NQS_PLP-Case-study-1_Transitions.pdf
https://wehearyou.acecqa.gov.au/2017/08/31/transition-to-school-a-collaborative-effort/


Engaging with Community  
Engagement with Community in School Age Care 
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One element of the National Quality Standard which educators might feel is more difficult to achieve within a School 

Age Care setting is that of community engagement (6.2.3). Some challenges faced by school age care services include 

the hours of service operation, the surrounding area, the unpredictability of attendance and in some cases operating 

in shared spaces.   

It is important to know what is meaningful to children and families when forming relationships and identifying what 

links to community could be established. Connection with community builds belonging and provides better            

opportunities for children and families. It supports children in building their own self-identity, developing ownership, 

contributing to their world and in being accepting and respectful in their relationships with others.  

Consider separating community into smaller        

categories, reflecting on how each category can be 

involved with the service, and the ways the service 

can meaningfully give back or learn from each      

category. Developing relationships and knowledge of 

the community context you are operating in  allows 

educators to effectively plan to meet the needs of 

the children and families attending the service.   

Community links foster a sense of belonging and 

create opportunities for children to discover and 

learn about caring for environments, embracing a 

range of cultures and abilities, and extending on 

knowledge of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

culture and perspectives.  

Engagement with community is more than an  

excursion, it is about forming deeper connections.  

Questions you may like to ask…  

 

Families 

 What opportunities do families have to participate in the service? 

 How are the diversity and culture of families represented throughout the service? 

 

School Community 

 How can the current relationship between the service and school be strengthened to benefit children? 

 How is important information shared between the service and the school to support children and families? 

 

Local Community 

 What opportunities exist for participation of community members within the program? 

 Does the service reflect the local context? How are children supported to develop connection to community?  



 Questions you may like to ask…  

 

Service Community 

 How does your current induction for new educators support them to understand their role in the community? 

 How are educators supporting children to reflect on fairness and to have a voice in decisions which impact on 

their world? 

 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Community 

 What opportunities are there for children to engage with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture and 

history? 

 How does the service meaningfully connect with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community? 

 

Local Environment 

 How is the program creating opportunities for children to connect with and care for the environment? 

 How can your community relationships support children to appreciate and care for the natural environment? 

Engagement with Community in School Age Care continued….. 
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 Suggested Links  

 

Narragunnawali - Build Relationships with Community  
 
Australian Early Development Census  
 
Continuity of Learning: A resource to support effective transition to school and school age care  
 
Community Door: Collaboration 

Kidsmatter: Building Community Connections  

Early Childhood Australia: NQS Professional Learning Program - Community Engagement  

Neighbourhood Scavenger Hunt 
 
Working with Aboriginal People and Communities - A Practice Resource  

Events ACT - Your Guide to What's On in Canberra 

ActewAGL - Community Switch  

https://www.narragunnawali.org.au/rap/actions/27/build-relationships-with-community
https://www.aedc.gov.au/
http://www.csu.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/1101093/continuity.pdf
https://communitydoor.org.au/collaboration
https://www.kidsmatter.edu.au/primary/building-community-connections
http://www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/nqsplp/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/NQS_PLP_E-Newsletter_No47.pdf
https://planning-org-uploaded-media.s3.amazonaws.com/publication/download_pdf/Neighborhood-Scavenger-Hunt.pdf
http://www.community.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/321308/working_with_aboriginal.pdf
http://www.events.act.gov.au/
http://communityswitch.com.au/


Stories from the Sector  
Going Beyond the Fence  Wattle Early Childhood Centre 
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Wattle Early Childhood Centre is a small community-based service in Lyneham. We are constantly striving to think 

outside the box and provide the children with opportunities they may not get to experience outside of the service for 

many varying reasons. 

“We believe that some of the best opportunities for learning is through exploring risks, allowing children to analyse 

their environments and challenge their own learning and development. We encourage children to play in all          

environments and weather and to experience the natural world in all its fundamental elements” – Wattle ECC      

Philosophy extract 

One of our most recent ‘out-of-the-box’ ideas occurred back around May. We planned an excursion to the snow at 

Corin Forest after much consultation with the team and preparing risk assessments which included discussions with 

our insurance provider as this was an excursion they had never evaluated before! 

We had so much excitement from families and of course the children, 

as they trekked into the service all decked out in snow gear and ready 

to go on a beautiful winters’ day in July. We journeyed out on the hour-

long bus trip to get there, but the joy when the children spotted the 

snow out the bus window was something I think we will all treasure for 

a lifetime. 

The fascination of the texture and the 

coldness of the snow was remarkable – 

many children tested it out on their 

tongues (and continued to eat some of 

it!). 

“It’s about raising our 
expectations of children, 
seeing them as confident 
and capable, and actually 
the fact that childhood is 
about pushing bounda-
ries. It’s about testing 
yourself, it’s about     
challenging yourself and 
there’s no better place to 
do that than in the     
natural world” – Claire 
Warden 
Teaching Methods: Nature Pedagogy with Claire Warden 

https://www.teachermagazine.com.au/articles/teaching-methods-nature-pedagogy-with-claire-warden


Going Beyond the Fence continued….. 
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Children demonstrated such high levels of competence and cognitive understanding to assess their own ability of risk 

taking when it came to riding (and racing each other) down the slopes on the toboggans – some children rode down 

with educators and then proudly kicked them off to go on their own after getting a taste for it. Other children had 

clearly experienced the snow before and scaffolded their peers by helping them and talking them through it, and 

even doubled up with their less-confident peers. We also had a group of children who were more than content just 

to play in the snow and build snowmen and snowballs with educators and their friends. 

 Questions you may like to ask…  

 

 Are excursions a valued part of curriculum planning in your service community? Why? Why not? 

 Do the excursions you plan enhance the curriculum and support children’s learning? How do you know? 

 What excursions might be contextually relevant to your service community? 

 Who might be advantaged, or disadvantaged by the excursions or outings planned as part of your curriculum?  

 How do you ensure that any excursions planned do not hinder children and families access, inclusion and  

participation in the program?  

The experience was such a success on all   

accounts, that a second trip was scheduled 

for a few weeks later to give children on the 

other end of the week an opportunity to   

experience the trip to the snow, with the 

same results of complete and utter joy across 

the board. Master P said, "this is the best day 

I’ve ever had" and I think this sums up this 

amazing experience perfectly. 

We hope this may inspire you to take your children well       

beyond the fence into elements of the natural world they may 

not normally get to see or experience. 

Credit for photographs: Wattle Early Childhood Centre 
 

If you’d like to know more, please contact Ashleigh or Fe at  
director@wattleecc.org.au or  

pedagogicalleader@wattleecc.org.au 

Spotlight on Practice  
-We need your expertise!  

Do you have any stories or insights to share?  We would love to hear about challenges and successes to inspire     

others in their journey of continuous improvement! Maybe you could share recent critical  reflection or even        

reflection inspired by the Talking Quality publication! To share your story please contact CECA Educate and Inform 

using the following email address: CECA.EducateandInform@act.gov.au.  

mailto:director@wattleecc.org.au?subject=nature%20play
mailto:director@wattleecc.org.au
mailto:pedagogicalleader@wattleecc.org.au


The purpose of this section is for us to try and answer questions that you may have. These would need to 
be broad so that other services can relate and engage. Specific questions should continue to be directed 
to authorised officers where contextual advice or guidance may be needed.  

FAQ -Frequently asked questions  
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If you would like receive this publication at another email address or individual educators would like to sign up 

to receive this publication please send contact details to CECA.EducateandInform@act.gov.au.   

General enquiries to Children’s Education and Care Assurance can be made to CECA@act.gov.au. 

How do Authorised Officers determine whether elements are Met or Not Met when 

conducting an Assessment and Rating? 

Authorised Officers are often asked how they determine whether elements are Met or Not Met when conducting an 

Assessment and Rating. There are a number of factors considered when determining these ratings.  

The Authorised Officer closely considers the wording of the actual element in the National Quality Standard. For 

example, many of the elements in Quality Areas 1 & 5 refer to ‘each child’. This means that the Authorised Officer 

must ensure that evidence gathered supports that each child’s needs are consistently considered and planned for. 

Discussions with educators should reflect that they know each child well and plan for their individual needs. 

Another consideration is the age of the children being educated and cared for at the service. For example, a box of 

laundry detergent left on a bench top could present a greater hazard in a preschool room, where these children 

could reach it, than in an infant’s room where children were not yet walking. However, at times, older children do 

not require the same level of supervision as younger children as they are often more able to self-assess risk. For ex-

ample, infants require close supervision when eating, while school age children are more independent.  

Each service is unique, and the Authorised Officer must consider the context of the service when determining the 

ratings. For example, the physical layout of the service can impact on educator’s ability to supervise. The service 

must ensure that children are adequately supervised, and this could mean that extra educators are required, above 

the required ratio, in an environment where supervision is challenging. 

The uniqueness of services is reflected in their location, their philosophy, their community and their pedagogy. How 

well all of these factors are considered, and impact practice will help to determine whether elements are Met or Not 

Met.  

Discussions with leadership and educators are used to clarify questions about the service and gather further        

evidence to determine ratings. Through discussions an Authorised Officer can determine how educators and       

leadership have reflected on practice to support continuous improvement. Discussions also give educators the    

opportunity to explain how their practice is guided by the framework, the service philosophy and pedagogy. 
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Revised Quality Improvement Plan Template  
Do you currently use the ACECQA Quality Improvement Plan Template?  

ACECQA are readying to release an updated Quality Improvement Plan template that you may wish to use in 2019 

and beyond.  The revised template prompts services to consider how the exceeding themes may be in practice at 

your service. Keep an eye on the Supporting Materials section of the ACECQA website, or stay tuned for an email 

update from ACECQA. 

 

https://www.acecqa.gov.au/resources/supporting-materials

